Our Impact: 
Arts by the Numbers
2023/2024

From the University of Alberta’s bold beginnings as a small, prairie university, to our ascendance as one of the top 100 universities in the world, the Faculty of Arts plays a foundational role in an inspiring story stretching over 100 years.
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@UALbertaArts
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www.ualberta.ca/arts

Our People
6,735 Undergraduate students
727 Graduate students
304 Faculty members
288 Academic teaching staff
207 Administrative staff

Our Faculty
70+ Graduate degree programs
25+ Honors programs
60+ Undergraduate degree programs
15 Departments
15 Centres & Institutes

Our Numbers
$82.7 Million in operating budget (fiscal year 2023/24)
$135 Million in endowments
**Our Research**

$15.3$ Million in research funding

8 Canada Research Chairs

1 Canada 150 Research Chairs

**Distinguished Scholars***

50+ Rhodes Scholars

41 Fellows of the Royal Society of Canada

20 Faculty members invested into the Order of Canada

**Teaching Excellence***

8 3M Teaching excellence awards

---

**Experiential Learning**

240+ Undergraduate students who enrol in Arts Work Experience (AWE) annually

1,400+ Students who complete Community Service-Learning (CSL) projects through UAlberta courses annually

60,000+ Hours worked by AWE students

23,000+ Service hours worked through CSL

170 Students who study abroad annually

90 Students who study at our School in Cortona annually

**Alumni & Donors**

57,000+ Arts alumni

1,140 Arts alumni who are donors

900+ Annual donors

260+ Monthly donors

---

*Total number of current and past Faculty of Arts recipients*